THE MUST HAVE SLIDE:
I have no conflicts to disclose

THANK YOU FOR SUBMITTING YOUR DATA
MONTHLY 10 CHART AUDITS
4 groups of patients that we audit. Additional tobacco questions
2 groups each month that alternate with each other
- Group 1: Last 10 patients from 6 months and 9 months of age
  seen (for sick and well visits)
- Group 2: Last 10 patients seen from 24 and 30 months of age
  (sick and well visits)
- Group 3: Last 10 patients from 13 to 18 yrs. Of age (sick and well visits)
- Group 4: Last 10 patients seen with moderate to severe asthma
  from 6 to 18 yrs of age

NEW QUESTIONS:
Questions about tobacco exposure
Redoing questions about access to better reflect need
for knowing if patient attribution is correct
MOC PART IV CREDIT

Your QI data provides documentation for Part IV QI.
If you share your QI data monthly, either by posting, sharing a printed copy, presenting at staff meetings, etc. with all of the pediatricians in your office, and they are allowed to comment and make suggestions, they automatically qualify for MOC Part IV credit even though the QI team did the work.

Right now QI data measures data in a variety of areas, so I can conceivably give credit for all areas you submit data for QI. Well child care, adolescent care, behavioral health, oral health, obesity, developmental screening.
You must be a member of the South Carolina Chapter of the AAP as they provide credit as a membership service. There is no cost at present for SC AAP members.

MOC PART IV CREDIT

The QI/EP chief clinician at each practice is responsible for certifying that the pediatrics seeing the patient were aware of their office QI data and the related QI projects over the year and were present when the projects were discussed or given opportunities to respond in writing.
AAP wants QI efforts coordinated across practices. They would not have different practitioners in the same practice doing unrelated work. They want to see office-wide QI activity. They do allow me to give credit for each of the individual topics in our portfolio.

MOC PART IV

Get your attestation forms to me each year by Thanksgiving.
To get credit, we'd like to give it for everyone in your practice who qualifies. Download the appropriate attestation forms from the AAP website for each applicant, sign it, and return it to me.
The correct attestation forms should be under American Academy of Pediatrics South Carolina Chapter.
E-mail me questions.
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NEXT STEPS 2017

Pick out your credentials.
Set up the practice team together and complete your next step forms.
Let Frank or Laura know if you will complete work.
Think about what you learned about PQA and where your opportunities are.
What's the best way to document your interventions in PQA style format?
Think about what you learned about PQA and where your opportunities are.
What's the best way to document your interventions in PQA style format?
Continue to think about PQA and where your opportunities are.
Submit your attestation forms to Frank or Laura (EC101015@gmail.com). Don't forget to blog.
We look forward to the PQA year and the QI advances.

Thank you.